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LEO SOLAR FULL MOON RITUAL 
STUDY, MEDITATION AND CONTEMPLATIONS: Day 3 (of Seven)  

 

In Service of the Christ and the Great Ones, the Plan and the Full Flowering of Humanity 

 

LEO – THE LIGHT OF THE SOUL 

SIRIUS – THE BRILLIANT STAR OF SENSITIVITY 
 

SIRIUS THROUGH LEO THROUGH THE HEART OF THE SUN 
 

 
 

SELECTED SEED THOUGHTS FOR PREPARATION:  “August, which is ruled by Leo, is the 

month of the Dog-star, or of Sirius... Later, when the new world religion is founded and is 

working, we shall find that the major, monthly festival in August, held at the time of the full 

moon, will be dedicated to the task of making contact, via the Hierarchy, with Sirian 

force.”  (EA, 197) 

 

Pause.  Note the relationship between Sirius and Leo and their central place in the 

New World Religion.   

  

“This great Sun which is to our solar Logos what the Monad is to the spiritual man, has a peculiar 

part to play where our Earth is concerned.”  (R&I, 413) 

 

Reflect on the relationship between Sirius and the Sun – our Solar Logos, and its 

reflection in the relationship between our Monad (Spirit) and the spiritual man, the 

true Soul in incarnation.  Link these two in mind.    
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LEO ~ THE HEART OF THE LION 
 

"The influences of Sirius … are focused 

in Regulus, … a star of the first 

magnitude and which is frequently 

called "the heart of the Lion." ◊ 

Observe that the relationship between 

Sirius and the star Regulus in Leo – the 

Heart of the Lion, focuses our attention 

on the Heart.  “This blue-white beauty of a 

star represents the heart of the Lion.”   

“Regal Regulus has the honor of being the 

closest star to the ecliptic and therefore closest to the red carpet path of the glorious Sun.”  Sitting on the 

ecliptic, it can therefore “be seen on the entire earth.”  Reflect 

 

“A stream of energy coming from the sun, Sirius” … streaming through Leo and the heart of the 

Sun – the Son of Divine Love … “enters directly into the Hierarchy and carries with it the principle 

of buddhi, of cosmic love.  This, in a mysterious way, is the principle found at the heart of every 

atom.”  ◊ Contemplate the principle of cosmic love found in the heart of every atom. 

 

“The relationship as it expresses itself is between the Hierarchy and Sirius, and not between 

Shamballa and that stupendous Sun [Sirius].  The energy evoked in response to this relationship 

enters the Hierarchy via the Heart of the Sun …” (EA, 300)  ◊ Pause to consider these profound 

relationships.   

 

“This Sirian influence was not recognised, and little of it was definitely focused in the Hierarchy, 

until Christ came and revealed the love of God to humanity.  He is the expression, par 

excellence, of a Sirian initiation …” (R&I, 413/5)   ◊ Pause to consider the significant relationship 
between the Christ and Sirius.   
 

Sirius "is the great star of initiation because 

our Hierarchy (an expression of the second 

aspect of divinity) is under the supervision or 

spiritual magnetic control of the Hierarchy of 

Sirius. These are the major controlling 

influences whereby the cosmic Christ works 

upon the Christ principle in the solar system, 

in the planet, in man and in the lower forms 

of life expression. It is esoterically called the 

"brilliant star of sensitivity."  (EA, 198)  Pause. 
 

◊ Sense (imagine) this Spirit power energy directing all life and activity on the earth.  
Know that Its inevitable rule will sway this solar system and the Earth in due time.  
◊ Participate.  
 

Regulus 
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◊ Revel in the wonder and glory of “the cosmic Christ working upon the Christ principle in the 
solar system, in the planet, in man and in the lower forms of life expression.”   
 
◊ Contemplate the higher meaning of the “brilliant star of sensitivity” that renders us “sensitive to” 
(aware of) the highest aspect of our nature, the Monad, and its relationship to the Christ in us – the 
True Soul.   
 
◊ Sirius is the great star of initiation (accelerated evolution).  Our Hierarchy, with Christ in the 
Center, is under the supervision or spiritual magnetic control of the Hierarchy of Sirius.  One role 
of our spiritual Hierarchy is to help accelerate humanity’s evolution, as well as assist in 
manifesting the Plan of God – “the peculiar part to play where our Earth is concerned.”  
Reflect upon this relationship – and it’s spiritual purpose, direction and guidance for both 
Hierarchy and Humanity. 
 

– Allow these divine Thoughts to penetrate your Heart Mind and firmly take root –  

 

 

 
 

BRIEF SYNTHETIC MEDITATION with Sirius Leo Energy~ 

◊ Let us stand in the life energies of Sirius pouring through Leo, to and through the Heart of 

the Sun … Recognize the Cosmic Christ as Love-Wisdom energy flowing from “on high” 

“informing” the solar system … the Earth … and making direct contact with the Christ and 

Spiritual Hierarchy. ◊ OM 

 

As Sirian energy continues to flow, it reaches us through our Christ nature (via our groups) ~ 

As Above, So Below.  We register this energy etherically.   

 

◊ Sense your higher and lower heart centers coming into fuller resonant relationship …  

extending then into the world through you, to and through your areas of influence.    

 

What comes to heart mind—as you “be” in this flow state?   

 

Contemplate the effect of Spirit as Soul flowing and working through you.   

 

Today, Be in great Soul Fullness.   

 

† 
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FULL MEDITATION with Sirius Leo energy 

I. “THE BREATH IS THE LIFE POURING THROUGH ALL THE CENTERS” with the 

SACRED WORD, OM 

◊ Through conscious breaths of Life pouring through all the Centers, sounding the OM, we 

come into the living (vibratory), peaceful Presence of the Soul. 

◊ Breathe in a conscious breath of Life energy pouring through the solar system, visualizing the flow 

from the Star Sirius – see Sirian Light flowing through Leo, through the Heart of the Sun – to the 

Spiritual Hierarchy and the Christ – the Divine Human representative for the New Age.  

◊ With conscious, intense spiritual Aspiration (attuning to the high vibration of the Soul), breathe 

in the "Breath of Life" drawing in atoms of high vibration.  SILENTLY sound the Sacred Word, 

OM, pouring through all the Centers … irradiating the mental body with Sirian Light, … infusing 

the emotional body with Sirian Love … and suffusing the vital etheric body with Sirian Life … feel 

new Life pouring through the Soul and all the vehicles … enlivening all that we are. 

“As a Man Thinketh in His Heart, So Is He.” 

◊ With a conscious “Breath of Life pouring through all the Centers", AUDIBLY sound forth the 

Sacred Word, OM, disturbing and loosening, dissolving and releasing atoms of lesser vibration 

(visualize and sense their release).  

◊ With the next conscious Breath of Life, AUDIBLY sound forth the Sacred Word, OM, allowing 

Sirian-infused light enhancing the vibratory field of the Soul – to enter the field in which we now live and 

serve … infusing and heightening its vibration. 

Take a moment to realize that every intentional, conscious Breath of Life with the OM 

sounding forth, allows for a deeper entry into the True Soul (the Soul Self) — making 

a truer and fuller contact with Reality … further awakening and expanding our 

Consciousness (Awareness) … parting the veils to Its Ever-Presence … and creating a 

fuller bridge for Soul descent and ascent.  

 

NOTE: where asked to “see, sense or feel”, you can visualize or imagine it.  In due time, 

imagination and creative visualization will give way to realization. 

(Continue with Part II of the Meditation) 
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II. WORKING WITH THE SOLAR ANGEL and THE ANGEL OF LEO - the 5th petal of the 

“Heart in the Head Center”. 
 

◊ The ‘ever Presence of the Solar Angel’ directs our awareness to the Crown Center above the 

Head—the 1000-petaled Lotus, and to its Center—the “twelve-petaled Heart in the Head”. ◊ OM  

◊ Allow the Solar Angel to bring us in resonance with the Angel of the 5th Petal of Leo … calling us 

into vibratory relationship.  ◊ Let us allow ourselves to be guided by Their magical powers of 

Loving Intelligence and Holy Will upon our Way.  OM 

◊ With the next conscious “Breath of Life”, follow the Life energy streaming  from Leo 

through the Crown Center, passing slowly through the Ajna … Alta Major … Throat … and 

pausing at the Heart Center sensing (or imagining) the vibratory interplay between the 

higher and lower Heart Centers. ◊ The life energy continues flowing through the all centers 

— heightening (making sacred) every center … and a portion flowing out through the minor 

centers in the soles of the feet into the earth – "Blessing the Earth upon which we walk".  OM 

◊ Follow the energy as it circulates … re-ascending up the central spinal column (or as a great 

ovoid, a torus of dynamic circulating energy flowing in all directions) ‘returning Home 

whence it came to the Crown’ completing a divine circulatory flow.  OM  

Here within our own Body is a great symbolic and real Truth of the Pilgrim’s journey 

– of ourselves as Monads / Spirits in extension journeying forth deep into matter for 

the purpose of “saving and redeeming” whilst returning to the Father’s Home – the 

Crown.  Remember.  

◊ BE in the radiant flow of this circulating energy – standing as a fountain of down-pouring 

and up-rising energies … achieving a sense of continuous filled-fullness … for Giving (the 

true meaning of sacrifice – giving one’s life energy).  ◊ We sound forth a silent OM, to seal in the 

new vibration. 

 
(Continue with Part III - The Soul Star Group meditation below) 
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III. THE SOUL STAR GROUP – The Soul is Group Conscious 

~ A Unified Group Approach to Divinity ~ 

 

◊ In this enlivened state, let us widen our 

awareness … seeing ourselves standing 

inside a large circle of Participating Souls, 

gathered and gathering as the “Soul Star 

Group”— purposed to work in “Group 

Approach to Divinity” with the “Great 

Ones” and The Christ.   

◊ Seeing all Souls herein gathered as 

radiant spheres of living, lighted Love and 

Holy Will, we silently sound forth the 

sacred Word, OM (finding the vibrational 

sweet spot in your Holy Mind) 

strengthening our unified Group vibration.  

 
◊ We are now as if a *1000 radiant spheres of 

Light and Love present with soul Virtues 

and Soul Ray powers.  

 

◊ Pause now to feel – intuitively sense the Soul Star Group as One whole … pulsing as one beating 

Heart in unified vibration, filled full – vibrating with the resonating Love of the Christ.  ◊ Whilst 

standing in the vibratory field of the Spiritual Hierarchy – the Heart of Christ Its center, Let the 

group send forth a Ray of Love to the Heart of the Christ – and receive His Love in return 

strengthening the vibration.  Together we sound the sacred Word, OM. 

 

◊ In the heightened energy field of the Christ, let us sense the Soul Star Group nestled within the 

matrix of the 7 x 7 – 49 Ashrams of the Christ … His Star ever shining forth from the Center, 

radiating magnetic power … a great flow of dynamic energy streaming through us … and all 

consecrated Groups serving the Plan.  OM  

 

◊ Within this living field, we consciously attune with the life energy of Sirius pouring through 

Leo … through the Heart of the Sun streaming into our Solar System – That in which we live, 

move, breathe and have our Being … thence streaming directly to the Christ and Spiritual 

Hierarchy (where the Love of God is known) … to and through all Soul Groups and Individuals 

who are in resonance with the CHRIST force.  

 

◊  In our heightened Group vibration, sense perfecting Beauty and Goodness radiating through the 

Christ and Spiritual Hierarchy – standing in resonance with the Lord of the World – that Centre 

where the Will of God is Known.  OM 
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Close with the Great Invocation 
 

WE CLOSE WITH THE GREAT INVOCATION  ◊ Visualizing our Soul Star Group as a conduit 

for receiving and giving the energies of the Christ to Humanity, we extend Christ’s Love to resound 

in the Heart and Soul of Humanity … infusing and irradiating Humanity with the power of His 

Love, Light and Holy Will.  Through this dynamic visualization and sounding, the soul of 

Humanity is evoked into fuller expression.  Identified as our group Soul and the greater Group 

of Groups, we participate with the Christ and the Spiritual Hierarchy in sounding … 
 

OM 
 

THE GREAT INVOCATION 
 

The Sacred Word, OM 

Sounded three times with Light, Love and Power 
 

ʘ 

 

◊ Throughout this day, “come here often” – consciously entering the aroma of the magnanimous 

Soul Star … intensified by living, lighted, loving Christ power.  
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DIAMOND SOUL PRACTICES and CONTEMPLATIONS 

"The energies coming from the sun, Sirius, are related to the love-wisdom aspect or to the 

attractive power of the solar Logos, to the soul of that Great Being [the Heart of the Sun]. This 

cosmic soul energy is related to the Hierarchy. You have been told that the great White Lodge on 

Sirius finds its reflection and a mode of spiritual service and outlet in the great White Lodge of our 

planet, the Hierarchy." (EA, 416)  

Sirius “is the great star of initiation because our Hierarchy (an expression of the second aspect of 

divinity) is under the supervision or spiritual magnetic control of the Hierarchy of Sirius.”   

 

◊ Consider spiritual magnetism as a power to draw or pull up, based upon the attraction of 

two ‘similars’ (vs. opposites). It is the magnetism of one level of soul to a higher level of 

soul.   

 

◊ We pass through the “door of initiation” based upon the principle of resonance.  The 

similarity of vibration allows for passage – we resonate with, and as, the higher vibration of 

our truer Self.  

 

“… the cosmic Christ works upon the Christ principle in the solar system, in the planet, in man 

and in the lower forms of life expression [the lower kingdoms]. It is esoterically called the "brilliant 

star of sensitivity."  (EA, 197)   

 

◊ REFLECT – what does sensitivity mean to you in your life experience? 

 

What happens to you—in you, when sensitive to the Life beyond your own? 
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https://darkstarastrology.com/regulus/ 

“Regal Regulus at 29º Leo has the honor of being the closest star to the ecliptic and therefore 

closest to the red carpet path of the glorious Sun. Regulus is a triple 1.3 magnitude star that flashes 

white and ultramarine. It is found, naturally, in the brave heart of the constellation Leo the Lion. 

Regulus officially entered tropical Virgo on November 28th 2011.*” 

 

 
 

https://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/best-regulus-the-heart-of-the-lion 

“Regulus is the only 1st-magnitude star to sit almost squarely on the ecliptic, which marks the path 

of the sun, moon and planets across our sky. That means it can be seen from the entire Earth. 

 

Regulus is one of our sky’s brightest stars, and the brightest star in the constellation constellation 

Leo the Lion. This blue-white beauty of a star represents the Lion’s heart. … 

 

Bright planets sometimes pass near Regulus, and every month the moon passes no more than 

about five degrees away. In some years, the moon occults (passes in front of) this star as seen from 

our earthly vantage point. …” 

 

Regulus 

https://darkstarastrology.com/regulus/
https://earthsky.org/brightest-stars/best-regulus-the-heart-of-the-lion
https://earthsky.org/astronomy-essentials/what-is-stellar-magnitude
https://earthsky.org/space/what-is-the-ecliptic
https://earthsky.org/constellations/leo-heres-your-constellation
https://earthsky.org/constellations/leo-heres-your-constellation
https://occultations.org/occultations/what-is-an-occultation/
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